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INTTRA Expands Visibility and Streamlines Digital NVOCC Offering With CloudBased Info-X
Parsippany, NJ and New York, NY, January 22, 2018 -- INTTRA, the largest neutral electronic transaction
platform, software and information provider at the center of the ocean shipping industry, and Info-X Software
Technology today announced the newest service offering from the companies' longstanding partnership.
	
  

	
  

	
  
Info-X, a premier logistic software solutions and back-office service provider for global NVOCCs and Freight
Forwarders, has integrated its new cloud-based transportation management system with INTTRA's robust
booking engine enabling communication between numerous parties across INTTRA's network.
United Cargo Management (UCM), a prominent US-based NVOCC, piloted the new system to accept
electronic bookings and shipping instructions from their customers, ensuring speedier cargo bookings and
providing real-time cargo tracking and tracing that was previously unavailable. Carlton W. Blair III, CTO of
UCM, said, "With this technology-driven platform, Info-X and INTTRA have proactively addressed the
problems related to cargo bookings faced by many shippers and NVOCCs."
"INTTRA is the neutral network at the center of the ocean shipping industry and a valued partner for our
platform," said Rishi Parti, CEO of Info-X. "Info-X strives to differentiate through innovation. With INTTRA
driving our solution, we'll work to lower the communication barriers between shipper and NVOCCs seeking
real-time visibility and automation."
"Info-X is known for helping customers address the complexities of global transportation with tools that are
flexible, efficient, and easily adaptable to existing business processes," said Sherrie Orzechowski, Vice
President of Strategic Alliances, INTTRA. "We're thrilled to expand our relationship with Info-X to address
challenges to drive efficiency and cost savings across the industry to the benefit of our mutual customers."
About	
  INTTRA
INTTRA is the largest neutral electronic transaction platform, software and information provider at the center
of the ocean shipping industry. INTTRA's innovative products, combined with the scale of our network,
empower our customers to trade with multiple parties and leverage ocean industry information to improve
their business. Connecting over 225,000 shipping professionals with more than 50 leading Carriers and over
120 software alliance partners, INTTRA streamlines the ocean trade process. Over 700,000 container orders
are initiated on the INTTRA platform each week, representing over one quarter of global ocean container
trade.
About Info-X Software Technology
Info-X specializes in developing innovative IT solutions and providing outsourced back office services for the
logistics industry. It has been, for the last 16 years, the trusted global partner for several logistics companies
in US and Europe. Info-X provides solutions for the entire supply chain including rate management, shipping
documents, custom filing, FMC rate filing, ocean cargo tracking and full accounting. Leveraged by its
extensive industry knowledge of logistics and understanding of the complexities involved, Info-X has helped
companies improve their efficiencies, get 99.9% accuracies in transactions, and experience overall costreductions of up to 40%. For further information, please refer to our website www.infoxusa.com.

	
  

	
  

